
Apparently, I have a natural “mom vibe.”  

On my volleyball team, I am team mom in every way. As a natural worrier, I like to make sure 

that everyone has all of their necessities: knee pads, water bottle, hair elastic, uniform. Did 

everyone go to the bathroom before leaving on the bus? Did we count to make sure that all 

fourteen of us are here? Does anyone want an apple slice? Over my many years of playing 

volleyball, I have learned how to play every position well enough to fill in for any member of my 

team, whether that’s front, back, libero, setter, or hitter, so that I can always be there for my team 

in a pinch.  

A few years ago, I transitioned from looking after only my teammates to also helping actual 

children. I started volunteering at my former elementary school as a teacher’s assistant. I guide 
third graders through difficult word problems or sentence structures, sometimes translating the 

lesson to Mandarin for the Chinese students who are struggling with English. I live for that 

moment when the impossible suddenly becomes possible and I see a student use what they just 

learned correctly without any assistance. 

I love helping kids ask big questions, and think about how to solve them, because it reminds me 

of how my parents guided me. Ever since I can remember, every time my father and I are alone 

on a long trip, we ask each other questions and the other has to answer with scientific evidence. 

Do birds have eyelids? Why is gelatin gelatinous? What does schizophrenia look like in a brain? 

I love thinking about how things work from the molecular level all the way up to the mechanical 

level. 

During a recent internship, I had the opportunity to ask big questions through research, a step 

beyond the guesstimating I was used to doing in my dad’s CRV. The team I was working with 
was conducting studies focused on treating alcoholism. My job was to “clean up” the data, or 
make it more readable. I sifted through spreadsheets, digging for the important data and piecing 

everything together logically. Knowing that my contribution would have a positive impact on 

people’s lives was incredibly meaningful. 

I’ve always enjoyed putting things together like a puzzle. As Chief Layout Editor of my school 
newspaper, I help my designers compile every edition. Like a real-life game of Tetris, every 

article must fit perfectly with the other articles around it, lined up into evenly lengthed columns. 

No matter how much experience a graphic designer has, no one gets all of their articles laid out 

nicely on the first try. We solve every edition by trial and error, which often results in lots of 

frustration, but no amount of frustration can surpass the pride and satisfaction once we have all 

the pages compiled and printed. 

As a pediatrician, I will be able to strengthen and use all these parts of me. I will have the chance 

to treat a multitude of illnesses and injuries and problem solve my way through each one. Each 

day, I will be able to think critically and scientifically to give families possible solutions and 

peace of mind about their child’s health. I hope to continually expand my knowledge as medicine 
advances and ask big questions by frequently participating in research. Hopefully I’ll be able to 
work with a great group of peers in a clinic and in public health. I want to find new solutions to 



seemingly unsolvable problems, and finally, use all of my skills and qualities to help better the 

lives of others.  

Plus, as a pediatrician, I will be able to take care of children who cannot always advocate for 

themselves, so my mom instinct will be one of my greatest assets. 

 


